When the expressions proposed by Einstein for the components of the energy-momentum tensor of matter in the state of a perfect fluid are substituted in the field equations of general relativity, these equations impose conditions to be satisfied by the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid. It is the purpose of this paper to give a geometrical characterization of these continua; to determine the conditions that the world-lines of flow be geodesies ; to show that there is a geometry of paths for the space of a perfect fluid for which the world-lines of flow and of light are paths and that it is possible to find a space in correspondence with the given space such that the world-lines of flow and of light of the latter are represented by geodesies of the former; to indicate the significance of the cosmological solutions of Einstein and de Sitter in the general theory; and to determine the radially symmetric continua of a static fluid for which the spaces have constant Riemannian curvature.
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1. Einstein space of a perfect fluid. Consider a four-dimensional
Riemann space with the fundamental quadratic form (1.1) ds2 = giJdxidxJ (i,j = 1, 2,3,4) which is the space-time continuum of matter. We adopt Einstein's hypothesis that at each point of space (1.1) is reducible to the form (1.2) ds* = -(dX1f-(dXif -(dXsf-{-(dXi)2, where the dX* are linear transforms of the dx* with real coefficients. Adopting the terminology of algebra, we say that at each point the signature of (1.2) is -2, and thus we say that the signature of (1.1) is -2. As a consequence we have that the determinant of the gy's is negative, that is (1.3) 0=|fl,|<O. and make use of (1.6) and Since every vector orthogonal to ul satisfies this condition, it follows that Qn is a triple root of (2.1) and the elementary divisors are simple. Hence we have the theorem:
In the four-dimensional space-time continuum of a perfect fluid in general relativity, one of the roots of (2.1) is simple and there is a triple root with simple elementary divisors; the world-line of flow is the principal direction determined by the simple root.
Consider, conversely, a Riemann space of four dimensions for which at each point the linear element is reducible to (1.2) by a real transformation of the form (3.7) dX* = a) dxJ (i,j=\,...,A).
Then the quantities erj must be such that at each point (dX*)2 -ds2 = (a\ aj~gij)dxi dxJ is of rank 3 and signature 3. Suppose further that (2.1) admits a simple root q' and a triple root g" with simple elementary divisors. If X\ are the components of the vector determined by q' and gv-X\ X{ >• 0, then M< = ¿[/V^g.. X\ X{ are real and satisfy (3.3). In order that ul be the components of a velocity vector, it must be possible to obtain a transformation (3.7) at each point such that in the direction of the vector dX* 4= 0, dX" = 0 (a = 1, 2, 3). Hence the quantities a] must satisfy also the conditions uJ a) t 0, u-i a? = 0 (« = 1,2, 3).
Assuming that these conditions are satisfied, we have from equation ( From this it follows that (3.8) R = B\ = -(<?'+3 <?"), and consequently (3.9) By-^gijB = (q"-q')uí Uj+ y(?'+ q")9íj.
Comparing this with (1.4) and (1.7), we have (3.10) «r = y(ç'-A v = ¿(e'+?").
Hence we have the following theorem:
A necessary and sufficient condition that a Biemann space of four dimensions be the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid is that (i) at each point (1.1) is reducible to (1.2) by a real linear transformation of the differentials; (ii) the determinant equation ( Since the direction of the line of flow is determined by (2.2) for the simple root q' of (2.1), the former becomes for the values (5.3) (5.9) Bij + Q'ffij = 0 (i= 1,2,3,4).
In order that the elementary divisors corresponding to the triple root, q", be simple, it is necessary and sufficient that (2.2) for q" be where X is a point function, are satisfied, the space may be interpreted as the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid, the curves of parameter x* being the world-lines of flow.
6. Geodesic lines of flow. From (4.7) it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that the lines of flow be geodesics is (6.1) (gv -uiuj)^r = 0, which condition is satisfied, in particular, when p is constant. If the coordinates xtt(a = 1, 2, 3) are chosen as in § 5, equations (6.1) become o* -^-= 0 9 d¿ (6.2)
•9f4Ä-^-Ä = 0 (« = 1,2,3;*= 1,2,3,4), where the right-hand member of the first equation is not summed for a, it follows from the second of these equations that the functions <¡p« are of the form <pa = <p(xx, ..., xl) + Fa(xx, Xi, xs). If now we take q> for a;4, the linear element assumes the form (6.5) ds2 = gaß dxa dx^+ 2gai dx" dx4+ dx*2 («,¿=1,2,3) and the functions g«i are independent of x4. We consider now the case when p is not constant and the linear element is in the form (6.5). From the first three of equations (6.2) we have (6>6) 1* = Xgai {a = h 2> 3)' ~& = *' and the last of (6.2) is satisfied whatever be I. From (6.6) we have Í6J) ñ* -gaiT¿-Since g cute independent of a;4, when we express the condition of integrability of any one of the first three of (6.6) and the last, we obtain 7. The geometry of paths for a perfect fluid. Geodesic representation.
Equations (4.7) can be written (7.1) where (7.2) ri where ô{ = 1 or 0 according as j and i are the same or not. Professor Veblen and I have based the geometry of a continuum upon equations of the type (7.1), calling their integral curves the paths of the space, and have called the geometry so defined a geometry of paths* Thus (7.2) defines the functions rJik of a geometry of paths for the space of a perfect fluid, the world-lines of flow being paths.
* Cf. various papers in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vols. 8 and 9; also a paper by Veblen and Thomas in these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923) ; and a paper by me in the Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 24 (1923) are the components of a covariant tensor of the third order; they are generalized covariant derivatives of a¡j. Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition that a¡jdxidxJ = const, be a first integral of (7.1) is that (7.4) avk-\-ajki+a.ku = 0.
From (7.2) and (7.3) we have
Since these expressions satisfy (7.4), we have that gv-dxl dxJ = const, is a first integral of (7.1). In particular when the constant is zero, we have
In the geometry of paths determined by the function (7.2), the world-lines of light in a perfect fluid are paths. If we put (7-6) gb = <?rgii, where q> is any point function, then (7.7) g'ii=e-WgiJ. Along any curve we have (7.8) ds'2 = g'a dxi dxJ = e^ ds* and (7.1) becomes dV ,j doé dx* _ (7,9) H^^ "ä7"-0' where aw ,a-ii+¿(«J5-+«ig).
If < :, > denote the Christoflei symbols of the second kind fonned with respect to (7.8), we have [April Hence from (7.2), (7.10) and (7.11) we have (7.12)^ 2a \ * dx* ^ k dx* my dx1)
If we make the customary assumption that c and p are functionally related, then a point function <p is defined by
When this function is used in (7.6), the equations (7.9) are those of the geodesics of the space with the quadratic form (7.8), as follows from (7.12). Thus we may say either that the paths, and in particular the world-lines of flow, of the given space can be represented by the geodesics in the Riemann space with the quadratic form (7.8), or that by changing the gauge in the given space the paths are geodesics of the space. As a consequence of this result, (6.5), and (7.6) we have the theorem When the curves of parameter x* are tlie tvorld-lines of flow of a perfect fluid, the fundamental quadratic form is reducible to (7.14) ds2 = e^idx*3 + gia dx* dx? + gaß dx« daß) («, ft == 1, 2, 3), where gi(S are independent of x4, and <f> is given by (7.13). Thus in particular for a fluid of constant density, that is, a = p-\-a, when the curves of parameter a;4 are the lines of flow, we have #44 = cl(p -\-a)8, where a and c are constants.
8. The Einstein and de Sitter cosmological solutions. Consider a space whose linear element is of the form Subtracting these equations we get e ^(»/-fA') = r(a -b). From this and (8.7) we obtain (8.9) g-V= y(iï4-6) + ^(l-e-'!),
Substituting from these equations in the first of (8.8), we get r(a-\-b) + 2(1 -e~x)lr = 0. From (8.9) it follows that v is a constant and from (8.10) that a = 0. Hence e~k = l + rl6/2. From (3.10) we have that the density a-p is equal to -3bl2k. Hence b must be negative. If we put 
